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READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE ASSEMBLY
AND USE OF GATE.
KEEP INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE USE.
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• To prevent serious injury or death, securely install gate or
enclosure and use according to manufacturer’s instructions.
• Never use with a child able to climb over or dislodge the gate or
enclosure.
• Never leave child unattended.
• Use only with the locking/latching mechanism securely engaged.
• Do not use if any components are missing or damaged.
• This product will not necessarily prevent all accidents.
• Adult supervision is required at all times.
• Adult assembly required.
• Check gate daily to ensure that all hardware and mountings are
tight and secure.

NOTE:
If hardware mounting to a surface other than drywall or wood, please
consult with a professional about installation.

Contact Regalo for questions and replacement parts.
For questions about the use of your gate, call our customer care line 866-272-5274
Regalo International, LLC.
3200 Corporate Center Drive, Suite 100
Burnsville, MN 55306-9803, USA
Made in China

Model #1230
Manufacturer recommendations:
- For Children ages 6 months to 24 months.
- When mounting between two walls without any baseboards the
opening width must be between 28” and 42”.
- When mounting between two walls with one baseboard the
opening width must be between 29” and 43”.
- When mounting between two walls with two baseboards the
opening width must be between 30” and 43.5”.
- When mounting between one Banister Post and one wall without
a baseboard the opening width must be between 28” and 42”.
- When mounting between one Banister Post and one wall with
a baseboard the opening width must be between 29” and 42.5”.
- When mounting between two Banister Posts the opening width must
be between 28.5” and 42”.
Model #1235
Manufacturer Recommendations:
- For children ages 6 months to 36 months.
- When mounting between two walls without any baseboards the
opening width must be between 34” and 54”.
- When mounting between two walls with one baseboard the
opening width must be between 35” and 55”.
- When mounting between two walls with two baseboards the
opening width must be between 36.5” and 55.5”.
- When mounting between one Banister Post and one wall without
a baseboard the opening width must be between 34.5” and 54”.
- When mounting between one Banister Post and one wall with
a baseboard the opening width must be between 36” and 55”.
- When mounting between two Banister Posts the opening width must
be between 35” and 54”.

Check to make sure you have all of the parts shown :

B.

A.

C.

D.

E.

F.

A. Gate Door Assembly
B. Mounted Level Pole (x2)
C. Banister Corner Protectors (x8)
D. Bottom Banister Adapter (x2)
E. Plastic Wall Spacer (x6)
F. Hook and Loop Strap & Attached Buckle (x4)
G. Top Banister Adapter (x2)
H. 1.5” Wall Mount Screws (x6)
I. 2.5” Wall Mount Screws (x6)
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G.

H.

I.

Installation Options :
Option A1

Mounting to Wall WITHOUT
Baseboard
see page 3

Option A2

Mounting to Wall WITH
Baseboard
see page 4

Option B

Mounting to Banister Post
see page 5
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Option A1: Mounting to a wall without a baseboard
**Note: IMPORTANT!! When fastening the Mounted Level Poles to your wall make sure
that you are fastening the screws into a stud in the wall, OR that you use the appropriate
wall anchors.
Consult a profesional if you are unsure about safely mounting your Mounted Level Poles.

Step 1.
Place one of the Mounted Level Poles up against the wall so that it is level and straight.
The bottom of the Mounted Level Pole should be resting on the floor. Use the built in
bubble level to ensure proper placement.
Bubble Level

Mounted Level Pole

Step 2.
Use 3 of the 1.5” Wall Mount Screws to fasten the Mounted Level Pole to the wall
through 3 of the pre-drilled holes. If you are fastening your Mounted Level Pole to
drywall or similar material, ensure you are making contact with a supporting stud
behind the drywall.
Wall Stud
1.5” Wall Mount Screw
Drywall

Step 3.
Repeat steps 1-2 if installing the second Mounted Level Pole to an opposing wall
without a baseboard. If the opposing wall has a baseboard, see page 4. If fastening
the second Mounted Level Pole to a banister, see page 5.

Step 4.
Once both Mounted Level Poles are securely mounted on both sides of the opening,
see page 6.
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Option A2: Mounting to a wall with a baseboard
**Note: IMPORTANT!! When fastening the Mounted Level Poles to your wall make sure
that you are fastening the screws into a stud in the wall, OR that you use the appropriate
wall anchors.
Consult a profesional if you are unsure about safely mounting your Mounted Level Poles.

Step 1.
Begin by taking one of the Plastic Wall Spacers and placing it against the wall just
above the basebaord where you want the gate to be positioned.
Then, place the Mounted Level Pole within the
groove of the Plastic Wall Spacer, making sure
Mounted Level Pole
the bottom of the Mounted Level Pole is resting
on the floor.

Plastic Wall spacer

Step 2.
Align the bottom pre-drilled screw hole in the Mounted Level Pole with the hole in the
Plastic Wall Spacer. Use one of the 2.5” Wall Mount Screws to fasten the Mounted Level
Pole and the Plastic Wall Spacer to the wall. If you are fastening your Mounted Level
Pole to drywall or similar material, ensure you are making contact with a supporting
stud behind the drywall. Do not fully tighten the Wall Mount Screw yet.

Step 3.
Slide a second Plastic Wall Spacer from the top the top of the Mounted Level Pole
downward until the middle pre-drilled screw hole aligns with the
hole in the second Plastic Wall Spacer. Using the built in bubble
level, ensure that the Mounted Level Pole is straight and level
before using a 2.5” Wall Mount Screw to fasten both components
to the wall.
Do not fully tighten the Wall Mount Screw Yet.
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Step 4.
Repeat Step 3, aligning a third Plastic Wall Spacer with the top pre-drilled hole in the
Mounted Level Pole. Now, go back and fully tighten all three Wall Mount Screws.
Repeat Steps 1-4 if you are installing the second Mounted Level Pole to a wall with a
baseboard. If the opposing wall has no baseboard, see page 3. If fastening the second
Mounted Level Pole to a banister, see Option B below.

Step 5.
Once both Mounted Level Poles are securely mounted on both sides of the opening,
see page 6.

Option B: Mounting to a banister
Step 1.
Slide the Top Banister Adapter on to the banister post and place the
Bottom Banister Adapter and Bottom Corner Protectors as shown.

Step 2.
Place the Mounted Level Pole into the appropriate grooves
with the bottom resting on the floor.
Use the built in bubble level to ensure the Mounted
Level Pole is lecel and straight.

Bubble Level

Mounted Level Pole
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Step 3.
Secure the Hook and Loop Straps & Attached Buckles around the Top and Bottom
Banister Adapters
NOTE: Locking Tabs are only at the top of banister posts. See detailed instructions
below.

Thread strap around banister
post and through the buckle
side of the strap.

Pull the strap so that it is tight
and fold it over to connect the
hook side of the strap to the
loop side.

Once correclty positioned, pull the strap tight around the banister post
and lock it in place by closing the Locking Tab.

Using the hex key provided in the hardware kit, insert the key into the screw and
rotate it clockwise until the screw is snug. This will tighten the strap and secure
the gate to the banister post.
Repeat the above steps for other banister post mounts.
NOTE: The buckle can be rotated to any point around the banister post so that it is out
of sight.
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Attaching Your Gate
Step 1.

With the Mounted Level Poles securely attached in their designated positions, connect
the gate by inserting its Top and Bottom Hinge- Side End Pins into the corresponding
holes in the in the Monted Level Pole.
NOTE: To detache the gate, squeeze the Release Tabs at the at bottom of the Top
Hinge-Side End Pin.

Top Hinge-Side
End Pin

Release Tabs

Step 2.

Slide the gate to the closed position by expanding it across the
length of your opening. Insert the Upper and Lower Latch-Side
End Pins into the corresponding holes in the second Mounted
Level Pole.

Step 3.

With your gate in the locked position, adjust the Gate Foot by turning it clockwise until it
just touches the floor surface. This will help stabalize the gate in its position. Lock the
foot in place by rotating the Locking Wheel until its tight againts the foot.

Locking Wheel

Gate Foot
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To Open Your Gate

Squeeze both sides of the finger latch to release the lock. Then, lift the entire gate up,
removing the Latch-Side End Pins from the Mounted Level Bar.
NOTE: For easier opening, use your other hand to lift up the middle of the gate while
opening.

MAINTENANCE:
1. Regularly check mounting hardware and all parts to ensure the gate is
secure and in place.
2. Do not use gate if any components are damaged or missing.
3. Wipe surface with a damp cloth using a mild detergent and warm
water.

90 Days Limited Warranty:
If, during the first 90 days after consumer purchase of this item, under
reasonable and non-commerical use and conditions of maintenance,
it fails while owned by the original purchaser because of the quality of
materials or workmanship of finish and assembly, Regalo International LLC
will replace or repair it at Regalo’s option, PROOF OF PURCHASE REQUIRED.
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Replacement Parts Available
In the event of any damage or breakage, the following replacement parts
are available for order by contacting Regalo Customer Service.

2.5” Wall Mount Screws
(# 10023)

1.5” Wall Mount Screws
(# 10022)

Top Hinge-Side End Pin
(# 13032)
Top Latch-Side End Pin
(# 13033)

Top Banister
Adapter
(# 13035)

Plastic Wall Spacer
(# 13031)

Banister Corner
Protectors
(# 13024)

Bottom Hinge-Side End Pin
(# 13025)

Gate Foot Adjustment Wheel
(# 13029)
Mounted Level Pole
(30” Height= # 13030)
(35” Height= # 13059)

Bottom Latch-Side End Pin
(# 13027)
Bottom Banister
Adapter
(# 13026)
Gate Foot
(# 13028)

Hook & Loop Strap and Attached Buckle
(# 13034)
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